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From the Webmaster:
A new year has begun and gardeners eagerly await
the arrival of spring and all the blooms it brings in its
wake. The 1983 introductions now join the ranks of the
Historic class, including such renowned luminaries as
‘Jesse’s Song’, winner of the 1990 Dykes Medal. As
the snows recede and you are out and about doing
your spring clean-up be sure to make a note of which
varieties that will be needing dividing this summer, and
consider donated a few extras to the HIPS Rhizome
Sale. It’s a great way to preserve those old varieties
and it covers the cost for our journal, Roots. Thanks for
your support!

Looking Back:
Cooleys Garden’s catalog for 1978
This was the golden anniversary issue for Cooley’s
Gardens as they celebrated 50 years in business in the
fertile fields of the Willamette Valley in Oregon. Six
varieties by Larry Gaulter were introduced this year:
‘Gold Ring’, ‘Drury Lane’, ‘Laurel Park’, ‘Sumptuous’,
‘Conch Call’, and ‘City Farmer’. In addition to the
Gaulter varieties, a wide range of Gibson varieties
were offered. Plicatas in every shade of rose, pink,
gold, browns, tans, and blends in between. A
spectacular display. Every single page of the catalog is
packed with photos of irises in every color available.
They really made this issue special. Some featured
varieties:
Gold Ring (Gaulter, 1978) M. 38”
After 50 years on this Merry-Go-Round of businesses,
we finally have captured the “Gold Ring”! At your first
glance at this beauty, you will be impressed by the
definite ring of deep yellow around the edge of the
falls, which are exceptionally clean, snowy white. The
ring exactly matches the clean yellow standards and
haft of the flower. There will be as many as ten blooms
to each 38” tall stalk on this striking new variety, which
is very flaring, and has an orange beard. The form is
beautifully ruffled, giving it a delicate appearance
despite its very heavy substance. Truly, this is a fitting
memento of our Golden Anniversary, and we hope it
will ring a gold bell with you in your garden. See front
cover.

City Farmer (Gaulter, 1978) M. 36”
Now for something different in coloring! City Farmer
has orchid standards that are closed, but graceful. The
wide, wide falls are buff or chamois in color, with some
flare. One of the shorter of our 1978 offerings,
nevertheless it is excellently branched and really
unusual in color. The sturdy substance might be
likened to that of the farmer, while the variety of hues
are reminiscent of the city lights. This “farmer from the
city” will be sure to get attention in your garden.
‘Drury Lane’ (Gaulter, 1978) M. 36”
Nearly defying description because of the multitude of
hues, tints, and shades of color, you could pick this
rainbow colored new one to fit into any color scheme
you might choose. The tan-orchid standards have a
closed top and lacy edges. There is a yellow beard and
a dark burgundy haft, turning into a bronze band
around the fall’s edge. A white tip on the beard fades
into a light and then darker violet flush in the center of
the fall. The flower is flared and very colorful with its
well-spaced flowers on slender, well-branched 36”
stalks. The variety of colors contained in this one
flower is like an artist’s palette, or one of Grandma’s
patchwork quilts!
In Orbit (Gibson, 1963) 30”
Standards are waved and fluted, solid tan flushed with
a light violet; the ruffled falls striated and peppered
deep plum on a white ground. Large flowers on stocky,
well branched stems. HM ’64.

The Digital Messenger
Iris News from around the Internet
• Mona Baisch is blogging about her iris garden,
which includes a large collection of historics, and
her love for the varieties of Gordon Plough. You
can follow her journey at:
http://myfabulousirisblog.com/?tag=gordonplough
• Bryce Williamson takes us back to the golden
age of iris gardens on San Jose’s Bird Avenue at
the AIS blog World of Irises. Story and photos at:
http://tinyurl.com/birdavenue
• The AIS Convention is coming up. Dallas, Texas,
is hosting this year, from April 15-20. You’ll see
historic plantings at Don & Janice Thompson’s
Angel Iris Farm. Convention details here:
http://www.irises.org/
• The HIPS Board meeting at the Convention is
tentatively scheduled from 1:00 to 2:00pm on
Tuesday, April 16th, 2013. The HIPS Program is
scheduled for 4:00 to 5:00pm on Wednesday,
April 17th. Full schedule of events and meetings
here:
http://tinyurl.com/hipsdallas2013
• Quad-City Times did an article on AIS Editor
Kelly Norris. Check it out here:
http://tinyurl.com/KellyQCT

Got a link to share? Drop me a line at:
garden.of.mu@gmail.com
• In this issue we explore a few of the varieties of
Agnes Whiting. She made a huge difference in
the history of iris development and deserves
wider recognition. I would love to see more
historic
iris
lovers
putting
together
comprehensive collections of her work. The
Fischer-Whiting Memorial Library in Mapleton,
Iowa, maintains a planting of the Whiting
varieties honoring their benefactor. You can read
more about the Whitings, the library, and its
plantings here:
http://tinyurl.com/fisherwhitinglibrary

Display Garden Spotlight: Marsha Preston, Marquette, Michigan
By Nancy McDonald
“I get a big charge out of people enjoying themselves looking at the
irises,” Marsha Preston told me. “It’s almost like teaching a child to
read, to open someone’s eyes. People say, ‘I didn’t know they came
in so many colors.’ I put out benches for people to sit on. People like
to have their picture taken in a beautiful garden.”
Marsha and her husband Mike moved to Harvey, in Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula, in the summer of 2004. She brought 200 pots of
perennials with her, among them irises. On their three-acre property
a mile from Lake Superior, Marsha grows roughly 275 historic irises,
plus 350 other beardeds, and a few Siberian and Japanese, as well
as other perennials, dahlias, vegetables, and herbs.
The upper yard is an ancient sand dune, which makes for interesting garden challenges. Stairs built into the hillside
lead to the lower yard, along the banks of Cherry Creek, a designated trout stream. Deer, fox, great blue herons, and
other critters follow the creek bottom, visiting the garden regularly.
I’ve visited Marsha’s garden twice in iris season, both times staying longer and having more fun than I would have
thought possible. Her enthusiasm, humor, and good humor are
tremendously catching. I interviewed her recently for this article.
How did you get started with irises in general and historics in
particular?
My dad had irises when I was growing up but I didn’t pay any attention to
them - I trampled on them. Dad's iris garden lay between Grandma's
house and ours, and cookies were more important than some old lumpy
things half underground.

As I got older and had a garden, I got some pass-alongs. Then I got a Schreiner’s catalog. When I got a computer, I
input my kids’ and grandkids’ names to see if I could find irises with the same names.
Then I got to thinking, wouldn’t it be fun to have some of the old ones? I shared them with my dad. The first historic
that grabbed my attention was Gay Parasol (Schreiner, 1973). I’ve dragged that around when we moved. When it
blooms, there is no mistaking it. Then I got into sharing and trading irises.
I like the form of the older irises, and that most of them still have some scent. They’re Katherine Hepburn-esque,
graceful and tough. They’re wonderful cut flowers. I do warn people about using the purple ones indoors; you don’t
want to let them fall on Grandma’s doily.
I decided to start a Display Garden because I like showing off my stuff. [Laughs.] I invited some people over, and
took some photos that looked almost like paintings. I like to photograph irises, if I can find a day without wind.
Morning photos are prettier than evening; the colors are brighter.
Are there particular decades, breeders, or colors that you collect?
One year I went crazy over brown irises - then that was enough of that. I like what I like - no particular decade or
breeder or anything. I like it when there’s something going on in the coloring. Clear colors, nothing muddy.
I had a lot of trouble with getting misnamed historics. I’m relatively sure about the names in my collection now that
I’ve quit trading so much. Now I ask people where they got them. Most of my misnamed ones came from the older
HIPS sales.
Labeling is so important. People and animals move labels, so I bury a label right underneath the plant. They don’t
disintegrate or fade in the sun. Then I put another label in a consistent spot, on the right-hand side of the plant. I
also write the name on the bottom back of that label, so if the label gets broken off or faded, I can still read the name.
Noids are fine. I have a lavender pink noid that’s one of my favorite irises. It’s very tall and it smells really good. I’ve
given away I don’t know how many of them. I’ve seen and admired a lot of old irises at cemeteries, too.

How about pests and diseases? And general culture tips?
In seven years, I only had borers twice - two years in a row in the same
plant. I suspect the borers came in with something else. Now I use Merit to
treat the soil. Pay attention to your plants; they’ll tell you what they need.
Our soil is super-acidic, so I add lime in fall and 10-10-10 or 12-12-12 when
the plants are up and growing in the spring. Preen is our friend.
Why do you think your garden and the Pickle Barrel House are the only
Display Gardens, not only in Michigan, but in all of AIS Region 6 (MI,
IN, OH)? What can we do about this? It’s sad that the only two Display
Gardens in our region are in such a remote area.
There needs to be more publicity; it’s so important. That might get more
people to open Display Gardens, too. Or maybe we shouldn’t restrict
ourselves to official display gardens - just a gardener’s name out there and a
number to call. Most gardeners are generous people, but maybe the implied obligation of being an official Display
Garden is putting them off.
Someone from Missouri came to look at my garden once, and I’m having a tour bus stop by here in June, due to a
garden speaking thing I did in Wisconsin, but mostly it’s word of mouth that gets people here.
I’ve often wondered why HIPS doesn’t have press releases for their Display Gardens. People know about my garden
because of word of mouth, not really through HIPS. There needs to be more awareness of Display Gardens. I think
publicity is what we need to get more people interested in historics.
Photos of the garden and visitors by Marsha Preston. Portrait of ‘Little Bay Denoc’ by Nancy McDonald. When Marsha and her
husband aren’t spending time with grandkids or out riding their Harley Davidson’s she’s busy in the garden and would love to
show you the flowers. Interested in visiting? You’ll find all the info you need at our website:
http://www.hips-roots.com/
Interested in participating in the HIPS Display Gardens program? Contact Kate Brewitt at kbrewitt@rogers.com

The Iris Photography
of Paul Black
Thru the herculean efforts of Janet Smith,
who heads up the AIS Slide library and the
HIPS Slide Preservation Project, we now
have over 30 years of photographs from
renowned
hybridizer
Paul
Black
transferred from slides to digital format.
The full collection contains almost 3000
photos, so you can imagine the time and
effort it took to scan and document them
all. What a treasure trove!
It is with great pleasure that I am able to
bring you just a tiny sampling of the
historic varieties found among the many
beautiful photographs in this collection. On
behalf of HIPS, a big Thank You to Paul
Black for donating his beautiful photos and
to Janet for ensuring they will be
preserved for future generations to
reference and enjoy.
Right: ‘Gala

Madrid’, Peterson, 1967

Varietal Spotlight:

‘Gay Paree’
(Plough, R. 1954 I. 1956) TB 38” E-M,
In the last Flags I highlighted an issue of the
Eden Road Iris gardens catalog. I thought it
might be fun to highlight one of Gordon Ploughs
varieties that is always a joy to see in my garden.
When it comes to really expanding the palette of
irises few have contributed as much as the
esteemed Gordon Plough. Daubing pollen in his
Wenatchee, Washington, garden he persistently
produced some of the best and most interesting
irises of his day. One of my favorites of his is the
incomparable ‘Gay Paree’. Registered in 1954 it
wasn’t introduced until 1956. It is a gorgeous
flower. Sparkling, crystalline white standards,
over the same clean falls blushed gold at the
hafts and chartreuse across the blade. A bright
tangerine beard adds a cheerful note to an
already eye-catching display. An especially
attractive feature is the heavy diamond dusting
the flowers exhibit. In the sunlight the petals sparkle and shine with a glittering, metallic finish.
Back in 1999 founding HIPS member and historic iris expert Mike Lowe wrote to the Iris-Talk mailing list regarding
this variety:

GAY PAREE has appeared, by virtue of one report of rebloom, in every Check List published by the Reblooming
Iris Society since the first, in 1976. The notation in that first Check List, compiled and edited by Lloyd Zurbrigg,
reads: (Re. in Indiana). The Indiana garden in which rebloom was noted is not given. No further reports of
rebloom on GAY PAREE have ever been reported.
GAY PAREE has been a feature in our garden since 1965. It is noteworthy for its outstanding garden qualities,
and for the bloom's greenish cast (described as a 'chartreuse influence' in its registration listing). In the 33 years
that GAY PAREE has grown in our garden it has never initiated an out of season bloom stalk. During those years
we have had many long and warm falls which have coaxed late season, infrequent, rebloomers into performing.
It seems there’s no reliability of
rebloom with this variety, but I can
report at least one additional
instance of rebloom for ‘Gay Paree’.
In the late summer of 2009, and
after having bloomed in the spring,
it put up a lovely stalk in my garden
here in the PNW. A very robust
stalk, prolific with blooms. Even the
lowest branches had branches of
their own. This variety has been an
outstanding performer for me in
conditions that have often been less
than ideal. I highly recommend it.
Plough varieties won Sass Medals,
the C.G. White award and
numerous Awards of Merit. In 1965
AIS awarded him the coveted
Hybridizer's' Medal. If you enjoy his
work, why not collect it all? It would
be a worthwhile focus for any
historic iris aficionado.

5 Classic Irises by Agnes Whiting
Charles and Agnes Whiting planted their first garden in
1918 and grew beautiful flowers at their Maple Valley
Gardens in Mapleton, Iowa, through the middle
decades of the 20th century. It was world renowned.
The latest and greatest varieties were on display and
visitors came from far and wide to see the blooms.
Mrs. Whiting created and introduced many prize
winning varieties. Her first, ‘Golden Spike’ in 1940, was
followed by over 100 others. Along the way she racked
up numerous awards and did much to advance the
form and color of garden irises. Her 1945 introduction,
‘Blue Rhythm’, won the Dykes Memorial Medal and the
President’s Cup in 1950, and it stayed in the top 100
favorite varieties on the annual Symposium for the next
20 years. Her significant accomplishments were
recognized by the AIS when they presented the
Hybridizers Medal to her in 1947. She was the first
woman to be presented with it. Agnes passed away in
July of 1966, but Mr. Whiting continued the garden
until he passed away in 1984.
There’s an obituary for Agnes Whiting from the AIS
Bulletin posted here:
http://www.worldiris.com/public_html/rogues_gallery/A
_Whiting.html

‘Three Oaks’ - 1945 From Tell's Iris Gardens catalog
for 1951: "Striking brilliant rich coppery pink blend with
blue flush to the falls. Wonderful parent for blends and
reds." (Matula X Garden Magic), HM 1945, AM 1949.
‘Rocket’ - 1945, From Schreiner's Iris Lover's catalog
for 1947: "Outstanding and different. The brightness of
this flower makes it outstanding from the color
standpoint alone. A vivid, most brilliant smooth deep
orange. Without question the finest orange iris we
have. The flowers are large, wide petaled, classically
formed and of very heavy substance. A brilliant piece
of coloring. One of the outstanding iris."
‘Blue Rhythm’ - 1945, From Cooley's Gardens catalog
for 1948: "Very large flower of cornflower-blue,
softened by a silvery overtone. The large standards
are arched and domed; the broad falls are semi-flaring
with smoothly colored hafts. Growing from 3 to 4 feet in
height, perfectly branched, we consider it just about
tops in blue iris." (Annabel x Blue Zenith), HM 1945,
AM 1947, Dykes Medal 1950.
‘Nylon’ - From Tell's Iris Gardens catalog for 1951:
"Large nylon-tan. Possibly has been overlooked as a
superb parent. I think it is a better breeder for quality
than Prairie Sunset. Produces shell pinks when bred to
them." (Amitola x Sandalwood)
Photo of the Whitings by Dave Schreiner, Blue Rhythm by Anita
Moran, Others by Mike Unser.

The Iris as History
By John Black, MT
There are a lot of abandoned homesteads
scattered across Montana; abandoned in the dry
years of the 1930's. One old timer told me you
can see where they are, even when there are no
buildings left, by the rhubarb and hollyhocks. I
would add also, by sometimes an iris clump.
Homestead women did what they could to
beautify their shacks.
Homesteader Pearl Danniel gave evidence of
this in an article in the March 27, 1932 issue of
the St. Louis Post Dispatch. “Bonin, Montana,”
she wrote. "This is a land of phantoms. A land of
broken dreams. A hard, hard land. Tumbledown,
windowless houses, ruins of old stone walls,
farm machinery rusting away, weed grown plow
land, once loved gardens with rhubarb stalks dry
and dead, a rose bush now and then, iris, deathdefying, in lonely clumps..." [Montana Women
Homesteaders: A Field of One's Own" edited by
Sarah Carter]
Those “death-defying” iris clumps are long gone.
Bonin, Montana, is also long gone; buried by the
Fort Peck Reservoir created as a New Deal
flood control project in the 1930‘s. Even though
the Bonin irises are gone, others are
undoubtedly still out there, not only in Montana,
but other homestead states.

In Montana the most common iris is Flavescens (first identified by Augustin Pyramus deCandolle in 1813, probably
much older). A friend gave me a piece of Flavescens from her family's homestead in central Montana. The
homestead is at over 5,000 in elevation, but the irises had thrived there for more than 90 years.
I found Flavescens growing wild in a vacant lot near my home in Harlowton. In checking tax records it appears that
there has not been a house on that lot since about 1917. The owner at that time was listed as Bertha Halstead. I
have not been able to find out anything about Bertha, but she obviously loved flowers. Also growing wild on that lot
were some old purple irises. I do not
have a firm identification but they
appear to me to be I. germanica, but
then there are any number of irises
that are have that appearance.
I rescued as many of the Flavescens
as possible since the county was
starting to use the lot as a dumping
ground for dirt and rock. If you
received Flavescens in the 2011
HIPS iris sale, you probably have
some from that lot. A small clump of
the old purple was also rescued; we'll
see what it looks like.
Finding irises that reveal something of
local history is exciting and satisfying.
I’m sure Nancy McDonald, and the
others involved in The Pickle Barrel
Garden project in Upper Michigan,
would agree. I will be exploring other
old homesteads this year; maybe I'll
find more treasures.

What’s In a Name? ‘Monserrat’
By Mike Unser
As the morning light slipped over the tree line I
stepped into the back garden to take some photos of
the days blooms glowing in the soft light. The lucky
combination of a clear day and a fresh flower brought
me the photo at right of the beautiful ‘Montserrat’. This
variety is the creation of one of the founders of the
AIS, Mr. B.Y. Morrison and was introduced in 1922. It
is a tall variety which holds its delicate flowers on
slender stems. The blooms are a bi-tone violet infused
orchid, giving a pink effect. It is this effect that gives it
its name.
Montserrat, the mountain, is part of the Catalan PreCoastal Range, outside Barcelona, Spain. It consists
of multiple peaks and is best known for a famous
Benedictine abbey – Santa Maria de Montserrat, which
has been linked to the Holy Grail in Arthurian legend. It
was also Spain’s very first National Park. The
mountain is formed of a conglomerate type of stone
that is strikingly pink.
‘Montserrat’ was the product of the cross of ‘Caterina’
X ‘Alcazar’. ‘Caterina’ was a well-loved variety for its
exceptional color, but it was not the hardiest grower
everywhere. I suspect that by crossing it with ‘Alcazar’,
which is well known to be tough-as-nails, he might get
a variety combining the best of both. I think he
succeeded.

